Major liner shipping companies offer pre-and end-haulage as part of a door-to-door service. However, pre-and end-haulage is one of the major bottlenecks in liner shipping due to the lack of coordination between the customers often leading to inefficiency. In this paper we apply techniques from vehicle routing problems to the problem of pre-and end-haulage of containers, and test it on data from a major liner shipping company. The paper contains several versions of the problem such as multiple empty container depots, and balancing the empty container depot levels and their influence on the cost is shown. Finding a set of optimal vehicle routes allowing these combinations is NP-hard. However, by exploring the fact that the number of possible routes in the considered case is quite limited, we show that the model can be solved within a minute by using column enumeration. Alternative constraints and problem formulations are considered. Computational results are reported on real-life data from a major liner shipping company.
Introduction
The pre-and end-haulage of containers is an important part of the service provided by a liner shipping company. Whereas the liner ships can carry several thousand containers, the pre-and end-haulage is the transport of the individual container from their arrival terminal to the customer. In this paper we consider pre-and end-haulage for a European country and both problem and data are real-life situations of one of the leading liner shipping companies in the world. The results presented here are implementation and test results of the modeling ideas discussed in the conference paper [9] .
Reducing the number of kilometers traveled will not only save the shipping or trucking companies money but also reduce the CO 2 emission.
In the literature pre-and end-haulage is also referred to as inland container transport, hinterland service or drayage. Pre-and end-haulage start at the sea ports, the river beds or dry ports at the start of the day. The containers are transported to the river bed and dry ports by barge, truck or by train. All of these locations are in this paper referred to as terminals. Here we only look at the transport by truck to and from terminals. In the considered problem there are several terminals and all terminals have container yards for both full and empty containers.
The orders are denoted as import and export orders. Even though the transport by truck often is served by subcontractors the transported containers are usually owned by the liner shipping companies. Therefore the transport of empty containers is considered part of fulfilling the import and export orders. At the terminals there are cranes which can move a container on to the truck, such cranes are not available at the costumers and the truck must wait with the container at the costumer until the container is emptied or filled. For an export order an empty container is transported to the customer where it is filled and the full container is then delivered at the departure terminal. For an import order a full container must be delivered from the arrival terminal to the customer. At the customer location the import container is emptied and the empty container is either taken to a terminal for stowage, or to an export customer. The task of filling or emptying a container at the customer location is in this paper referred to as a service.
The use of an import container for an export order is defined as triangulation of two orders. An example of single and multi depot triangulations can be seen in Figure 1 . Triangulating the orders can reduce the cost by reducing the total distance traveled by the trucks and the total gate entry cost to be paid. However, a possible wait time before the export customer can be serviced will introduce a waiting cost which will increase the overall cost. Another cost is the gate entry fee at the terminals which is paid every time a truck enter a terminal. Thus there is a possible saving in following an import order by an export order so that empty containers are put to use immediately. The most common scenario is that a single customer is serviced per container. However, it may happen that a container is filled at multiple customer locations in case of an export order or emptied at multiple customer locations in case of an import order. When multiple customers share a container, then the goods are ordered in vertical slices corresponding to each customer. This arrangement of goods within the container also determines the order in which the customers should be visited. Containers serviced at multiple locations are called multi stop orders. Since the order of the customer visits is predetermined for a multi stop order the journey between the first and the last customer is fixed and the triangulation can only occur after the visit to the last customer is finished for an import order or before the visit to the first customer is started for an export order.
Another type of triangulation is the chassi-triangulation where the truck can leave the trailer, that carries the container, at the customer for service (filling or emptying). A (possibly different) truck will then be assigned to pick up the chassi with the container after the service has been completed. This may give the truck time for other deliveries while the container is being serviced at a customer location. Chassi-triangulations are to some extent practiced in North America. However, in the rest of the world the trucks are usually not able to leave the trailer behind. This can be due to physical limitation of the truck or due to the fact that interchanging a trailer between two trucks requires the trucks to be of the same type. Moreover two different trucking companies will usually not be willing to exchange trailers. The paper by Imai et al. [4] confirms this limitation for pre-and end-haulage in Japan.
In a real-life subcontracted pre-and end-haulage problem, a route starts the moment a container is placed on the truck at a terminal and ends the moment the container is removed from the truck (at a terminal). The liner shipping company then only buys a transport of a container and as soon as the container is removed from the vehicle the subcontracted vehicle is free to do other jobs which may be from other companies. Therefore from the liner company perspective the number of routes is not desired to be minimized in the real-life problem. However the problems presented in the literature often represent the viewpoint of the trucking companies and therefore the available vehicles are often limited or the number of vehicles used is minimized due to operational cost for each additional vehicle. To include this aspect we consider a version of the problem where the number of vehicles is minimized.
In this paper the transport of empty containers (also called repositioning) from one terminal to another is not included. Clearly, if the vehicles always transport the empty containers to and from the closest container yards then the distance the empty containers are transported is minimized. This, however, may result in some container yards overflowing with empty containers while others do not have enough empty containers to satisfy the demand. This may result in the necessity of repositioning empty containers which leads to additional travel distances. Therefore, to satisfy the demand for empty containers the liner shipping companies may have requirements for where to store the empty containers. Such balance requirements placed on the terminals are considered in our model.
The liner shipping company studied has predefined the pickup and drop off locations for empty containers to ensure that there is no shortage of empty containers or storage space. This, however, may result in longer driving distances than needed as empty containers may be stored at locations further away. Moreover, when triangulating orders, the container is not stored at or removed from the predefined locations so imbalances may still occur.
A way to solve this could be to put restrictions on the imbalance of empty containers at the individual container yards and possibly punish any imbalances. In this paper we formulate and test constraints which restrict the difference in the inventory levels of empty containers at the terminals. The difference in the inventory level at a terminal is calculated as the difference between the inventory level before the orders are initiated and after all orders are finished.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains a brief introduction to the existing literature on the topic. In Section 3 the mathematical model and its extensions are presented with the solution method. In Section 4.1 the test instances are presented and in Section 4.2 the test results are presented. The findings of the paper are discussed and conclusions are made in Section 5.
Literature review
In recent years the literature on pre-and end-haulage of container transport has increased significantly. However, there are many different versions of the problem. To provide an overview Table 1 lists the problem properties presented in some of the most recent papers on pre-and end-haulage. The table is based on the overview presented by Schönberger et al. in [10] , extended with additional algorithm properties. In the table there is a column which shows the solution method used. To clarify the term "depot" in the table it should be noted that in the routing literature the term depot usually refers to the location where the journey of the vehicles starts and ends. In container transport the depot often refers to the location where empty containers are stored. In Table 1 , depot refers to the storage location of empty containers. In some problems the terminal has a yard for storing empty containers and therefore is considered both a terminal and a depot.
Many papers assume that the container can be removed from the truck at the customer location, (Braekers et al. [1] , [2] , Jula et al. [5] , Nossack and Pesch [7] , Schönberger et al. [10] , Vidovic et al. [12] , Wang and Yun [13] , Wang and Regan [14] , Zhang et al. [15] and [16] ). However, it is noted by Imai et al. [4] that this is only the case when the chassi can be removed from the truck. It is very rare that the individual customer has a crane for lifting the container off the truck, and such customers will often have their own train terminal or barge port, and therefore will not be part of the considered problem. Chassi triangulation is rarely practiced outside North America. In Imai et al. [4] and Caris and Janssens [3] the container follows the truck. This property is presented in the 6 th column in Table 1 entitled "drop off".
Imai et al. [4] formulated the problem of routing vehicles for container orders with linkage between pickup and delivery, as a full truck load version of the vehicle routing problem with backhauls (empty containers). Imai et al. [4] solved the problem using lagrangian relaxation based heuristic. For details on the vehicle routing problem with backhauls see e.g., [6] , [8] and [11] .
The solution method used by Braekers et al. [1] is the deterministic annealing heuristic. Zhang et al. in [16] use a heuristic to solve instances with up to 895 loads and in [15] a two stage approximation approach to solve a stochastic version of their version of the drayage problem with up to 75 tasks.
Clearly, since the delivery location must immediately follow the pickup location for full truck loads this problem can also be considered as the asymmetric multiple traveling salesman problem by merging the pickup and delivery of a container order into one node (see Jula et al. [5] , Wang and Regan [14] and Zhang et al. [16] ). As noted by Zhang et al. [16] the pre-and end-haulage problem differs from the problems in [5] , [14] and [16] by the fact that it has the empty container requests for which either the pickup or delivery location is not fixed but may be selected among [10] . An open request can be considered an independent request if it is assumed that the container is removed from the truck at the customer location. When containers cannot be removed from the truck at the customer location the empty container request is related to a full container request. In both cases the empty container requests are considered open requests. In this paper we model open empty container request and fixed empty depot request and compare the solutions.
The problem of full truckload pickup and delivery with hard time windows was described and solved by Wang and Regan [14] in 2002 by an exact method. Later in [5] Jula et al. solved the problem describe by Wang and Regan [14] by an exact method for smaller instances with up to 15 locations and a genetic algorithm for large instances with up to 895 locations. Note that in both [5] and [14] the open requests are not considered.
Imai et al. [4] note that in the case where each route handles exactly one order the problem becomes an assignment problem and can be solved in polynomial time using the Hungarian method. However, when the routes may contain more than one order, the problem becomes a generalized assignment problem which is known to be NP-hard. This is described in more detail in [4] where a proof of NP-hardness for the vehicle routing problem with full container loads (VRPFC) is presented.
Since the VRPFC problem is NP-hard many different heuristic methods have been presented to solve the problem. Imai et al. [4] solve the VRPFC without time windows using a heuristic method based on Lagrangian relaxation. The problem solved by Imai et al. in [4] only has one depot and has open requests. Clearly a problem with open requests is more complex than a problem where the requests are fixed in both ends. However when the problem only has one depot the number of possible locations is reduced resulting in a less complicated problem.
Caris and Janssens [3] extended the problem described by Imai et al. [4] by adding time windows, and they solved the problem using a two-phase insertion heuristic. Reinhardt et al. [9] used an exact method to solve the problem with time windows and pickup and storage of the empty containers at the closest location.
The remaining papers consider the variant of VRPFC where containers are removed from the truck at the customer location. As mentioned earlier this assumption very rarely represents the real life situation.
Wang and Yun [13] include the train arrival schedule in the problem and solve instances with up to 40 orders using a hybrid tabu search. Vidovic et al. [12] allow two 20ft containers to be transported on one truck and solve the problem by exact and heuristic methods for instances with up to 36 orders. For some of these the exact method used hours to find a solution. Schönberger et al. [10] as well as Vidovic et al. [12] consider the problem where two 20ft containers may be carried on the same truck (LTL) and solve the problem for instances with up to 6 orders by an exact method. In this paper the possibility of two 20ft containers on a truck is not considered. This is due to the fact that containers can not be removed from the truck at customer locations and therefore as noted by the liner shipping company one container will block for the access to the goods in the other container.
The formulation presented in this paper is mostly related to the formulation of Imai et al. [4] and Caris and Janssens [3] . However, contrary to the limited number of vehicles in [3] and [4] , there is no restriction on the number of vehicles used in the problem presented here. Braekers et 6 al. [1] and Vidovic et al. [12] also consider problems without limits on the number of vehicles.
In this paper we solve the pre-and end-haulage of a liner shipping company using column enumeration. In the column enumeration each column is a route represented by a binary column variable. An optimal covering of all orders is found by using integer programming. The problem formulation is similar to Braekers et al. [1] , Caris and Janssens [3] and Imai et al. [4] . The model is very similar to the preliminary studies presented in Reinhardt et al. [9] with extension on the minimization of the number of vehicles and testing of suggested models.
The considered test instances are based on real-life operations and the assumptions presented here reflect the criteria of the shipping company. We show that even though many orders must be satisfied every day it is not difficult to enumerate all possible routes as the real-life distances, handling time, container match and time windows restrict the number of feasible routes significantly.
Mathematical Model
In this section we present a model for the pre-and end-haulage problem of a liner shipping company. In the considered problem multiple terminals and depots are allowed. All customers have an associated time window. We model and solve several different versions where the depot for picking up or storing the empty container can be selected freely or is fixed by the company. Only one container is allowed to be on a truck at a time and the container follows the truck until a depot or terminal is visited. The model presented in this paper can handle both the cases where the chassi can be removed and where the container stays with the truck at customer locations. However, since the test data is from a country where the removal of chassis is not practiced the tests only represent the case where a container can solely can be removed from a truck at a terminal.
We here present a path formulation of the problem, hence the problem is decomposed into two parts: 1) finding all feasible routes, 2) selecting a set of routes so that all the orders are covered at a minimal cost, which is also called the set covering problem.
The order covering model
The problem is formulated as a set covering problem which combines the routes so that the orders are completed at a minimal cost. Let the sets:
• P be the set of all possible routes (trip patterns),
• K be the set of all orders and let the parameters:
• c p be the cost of a path p ∈ P ,
• α kp be 1 if path p ∈ P covers order k ∈ K (move of full container) and zero otherwise,
• β kp be 1 if path p ∈ P covers the move of the empty container related to order k ∈ K and zero otherwise,
• O k be the demand for order k ∈ K (there can only be one container per order as a truck can at most carry one container),
• a kp be the arrival time of the vehicle on the path p ∈ P at the customer related to order k ∈ K,
• d kp be the departure time of vehicle on the path p ∈ P at the customer related to order k ∈ K,
• s be the time it takes to fill or empty a container.
Moreover, let the variables:
• y p be a binary variable which is 1 if path p ∈ P is used and zero otherwise.
The parameters a kp and d kp are only needed in the case where chassi-triangulations are possible so that the empty and full container part of an order can belong to two different routes.
The problem can be formulated as the following binary program:
The objective (1) is to minimize overall cost of the routes. Constraints (2) ensure that all orders are completed, constraints (3) ensure that all empty container pickup and deliveries related to the orders are completed, and constraints (4) ensure that for export orders an empty container has arrived so that the container can be filled before being picked up, and for imports that the full container has arrived before the empty is picked up. Constraints (5) define the variable domain. If chassi-triangulation patterns are not considered and the container must stay with the vehicle at the customers, then constraints (4) are redundant. Moreover, when not allowing chassitriangulations then the constraints (3) are not needed as delivery and return of the empty container would be completed in the same trip as the order (full container transport). Note that in the case of chassi-triangulations the container maybe delivered and picked up on two different paths and the constraints (4) and (3) are therefore needed. The set P contains all feasible paths. The generation of these paths is described in the following subsection.
Enumeration of all feasible paths
Path generation is done by full enumeration of all feasible paths. In the cases where the number of vehicles is not minimized the enumerated paths contains all feasible combinations of an import and an export order. Note that the number of paths in this case is polynomial when the depot for the empty container of the order is predetermined. In the case where the empty container depot is open the optimal solution selects the closest depot. When a balance restriction is put on the depot a path using each empty container depot must be generated for each order.
In the case described in IP1 where the number of vehicles is not minimized, the paths can be found by finding all single-location paths and all possible triangulations. A single-location path for an export order is to bring an empty container from a terminal to the customer, fill it, and then bring the full container to the departure terminal. A single-location path for an import order is to bring the full container to a customer, empty it and then bring the empty container to a (predefined or open) storage location. Note that a path represents the journey of a vehicle carrying a container. This journey ends when the vehicle returns to a depot or terminal. In order to find all (non-chassi) triangulation paths we combine all import orders with all export orders and verify the feasibility of the path, i.e, bringing a full container to an import customer, empty the container, then bring the empty container to an export customer, fill the container, and then bring the full container to the destination terminal. The feasibility is verified by checking whether the container types can be matched and the time window is satisfied.
When the number of vehicles is minimized the paths can be a combination of more than two orders. We have included the case where the depot for the empty container is predetermined (but can be violated by triangulating an import and export order) and the case where the empty container can be dropped off at a depot where a full container is picked up or an empty container can be picked up for the depot where a full container was dropped off by the same vehicle.
Chassi-triangulation is not considered in the computational experiments since this type of triangulation is not possible in the real-life data instances used for the tests.
Minimizing the number of vehicles
Let Q be the set of vehicle routes. This set of routes consists of all routes in the set P (which is the container routes) and all feasible combinations of the routes in P with respect to time windows and duration. The routes in P can be combined by creating a connecting trip from the end location of one route to the start location of the next route. Since the distances in the data provided are quite large and the time windows tight, this does not result in an unreasonable amount of paths. However, if the time windows were loose and the distances were small this could result in a huge amount of paths. When reducing the number of vehicles the objective (1) of IP1 must be changed to the following:
where C is the penalty for using a vehicle. It could also be a known cost of using a vehicle. Note that the constraints will be the same as constraints (2) to (5) where p and P are replaced by q and Q, respectively. We include the cost of the paths c q in the objective function since we wish to minimize the total path cost given a minimal number of vehicles. The constant C should be chosen larger than any c q . The number of vehicles then is sure to be minimal. However it is a weighted function of multiple criteria. Since it in this case is important to always have the minimal number of vehicles the parameter C can be selected using the input (as this may vary).
Container yard balancing
As mentioned earlier it may not be possible to pickup or deposit empty containers at the nearest terminal. Requirements on the balance of empty containers may apply to the terminals. These requirements can be specific for a given day due to resource limitations. This can be relevant as empty container repositioning (between terminals) is not included in the problem. By introducing container yard balance requirements it is possible to incorporate information which will ensure that empty containers are transported to container yards lacking containers and empty containers are retrieved from container yards overflowing with containers. To introduce the container yard balance constraints we let:
• T be the set of all terminals,
• B ta ≥ 0 be the allowed increase in empty container level at terminal t ∈ T ,
• B tb ≤ 0 be the allowed decrease in empty container level at terminal t ∈ T ,
• ψ tp + be the number of empty containers returned to terminal t ∈ T on a path p ∈ P ,
• ψ tp − be the number of empty containers taken from terminal t ∈ T on a path p ∈ P .
Note that the parameters ψ tp + and ψ tp − are determined when generating the route p just as the parameters α kp and β kp . The depot balance constraints can be added to the problem by introducing the following constraints:
s.t.
This gives a lower and upper bound on how much the balance may differ at terminal t from the beginning of the day to the end of the day.
Requiring an exact difference can make the problem infeasible. A wider window of B ta and B td makes the existence of a feasible solution more likely. Another option which would avoid the infeasibility issue, could be to introduce a penalty for violation of the balance constraints. The objective would in that case be:
where c et is the unit penalty for having less empty containers at terminal t, and c mt is the unit penalty for having more empty containers at terminal t than the required balance B td . The variables e t and m t denote the number of empty containers less than B ta and the number of empty containers more than B td at terminal t, respectively. Softer balance requirement would then be accomplished by replacing constraints (11) and (12) with constraints:
Constraints (15) ensure that a penalty is paid if the difference in the amount of empty containers between the start of the day to the end of the day is greater than B ta . This penalty depends on the amount the B ta is violated by. Constraints (16) is the same ensuring a penalty if the difference is less than B td . In this case the challenge is to determine the value of the penalties c et and c mt .
Test Instances and Computational Results
The algorithm has been tested on real-life data covering one month of orders in a European country.
Test Instances
In order to test the algorithm, we obtained one month of daily pre-and end-haulage orders from a major liner shipping company, covering a single country in Europe. On weekends the amount of dry container orders is too small to use for test cases hence these days have been removed from the tests. The specific properties of the dry container orders are described in Table 2 . The data contains the following characteristics:
• 12 to 308 orders per day
• 10 terminals at 10 different locations for empty container stowage Each order consists of one container which is either an export order or an import order. In the given data the origin and destination of the full container, and the storage location of the empty container is provided in geographic coordinates. Moreover, for each order a service time window is defined. These times are usually requested by the customers when they place an import or export order. Customer time windows are often as small as 15 minutes in the given data.
The travel time is calculated based on an estimated average travel speed of 70 km/h for the trucks. The wait cost is set to 50 units per hour.
Note that in this experiment we do not consider handling costs. The path cost is related only to the time used on travel and waiting. Moreover, the gate and wait costs are estimates as we were not provided with exact prices from the company and the cost in real-life would vary depending on container, truck type, time of day and terminal.
We only consider dry containers since refrigerated containers can not be triangulated due to the need of cleaning before being refilled. The four combinations of length and type of the containers considered in the problem are:
• 20ft normal, 40ft normal, 20ft high cube, 40ft high cube Table 2 : Data only containing orders with containers of type HDRY (high cube) and DRY.
From Table 2 it can be seen that on most days there is a majority of export orders. It is frequently the case that there is an imbalance between import and export orders due to the imbalances in world trade. Such imbalances clearly affect the number of triangulations as this number cannot be larger than the minimum number of the two order types. Since orders are placed up to the day of operation, the company requested that the optimal combination of triangulated and single routes must be found in less than a minute to make it a dynamic tool.
Computational Results
Solution times are not reported since all instances were solved in less than a minute by use of column enumeration and plain CPLEX for the integer programming. The some of the different versions and extensions of the model described in Section 3 are tested. Table 3 : Data only containing orders with containers of type HDRY and DRY. For the triangulations a wait cost has been introduced so that the cost is zero for the first half an hour and hereafter 50 units per hour. The speed is assumed to be 70 km/h, and a cost of 70 units per hour is used as travel cost. Here the model IP1 is applied. Table 3 reports the results of routing without triangulation compared to routing with the possibility of triangulation. Two versions of the problem are considered: one is the case where the location for picking up and delivering an empty container is predefined for simple routes, the other were the location for picking up and delivering the empty container can be chosen freely among a set of locations. All of the solutions in Table 3 were found by enumerating all feasible paths and using CPLEX for selecting the combination of routes. The optimal solution was in all test cases found in less than a second. Column 1 in Table 3 denotes the date for which data was received. Columns 2, 3, 4 and 5 show the case where the empty container location of each order is given in the data. Column 2 shows the total cost for the day allowing triangulation and column 5 shows the number of triangulations used to achieve this solution. Column 3 shows the amount by which the solution is reduced by allowing triangulations and column 4 shows the reduction in percent. Columns 6, 7, 8 and 9 consider the case where the empty container location is free to be selected among the set of terminals. In this set there are 10 terminals form which an empty container can be picked up or delivered. Column 6 shows the cost for the day of operations when optimizing triangulations. Column 7 shows the reduction in cost achieved by using triangulations on this version of the problem and column 8 shows the reduction in percent. Column 9 shows the number of triangulations used in the solution presented in column 6. Column 10 shows the difference in solution value between using free locations and predefined locations while column 11 contains the percent reduction between the solution with predefined location (column 2) and the solution with free locations (column 6) for the case where triangulations are permitted. It is shown in Table  3 that the minimal solution using triangulations may save up to 14% of the daily operation cost. Note that the savings are slightly smaller in the case of free empty container depot as there is less saving to be achieved on the empty container journey in this case.
From Table 3 it is clear that having free empty container location can improve the solution with up to 22% and 50 triangulations. It is impossible for the company to manually find the optimal combination of data sets this size. However, from the company perspective this may not be as attractive as it seems, since the solutions may cause containers to be unevenly distributed and result in the need of repositioning of empty containers for which cost is not considered here. A way to avoid this is to introduce constraints on the balance in the removal and depositing of containers at each terminal. This can be done by using the constraints presented in Section 3.4. Note that the number of paths P in this case is only a couple of thousands as the paths at most contains two orders and the time window constraints can eliminate quite a few. Table 4 reports the results for instances where the inventory balance must stay within an upper and lower limit at each terminal. The test is done for hard yard balancing constraints. Let ∆ be the maximum number of containers that every terminal is allowed to increase or decrease their inventory by, at the end of the day. This means that ∆ = B ta = −B td . The empty container location can be selected freely among the 10 available terminals/depot locations.
Test results for container yard balancing
The test instances have been solved with parameters ∆ = 15, ∆ = 20 and ∆ = 30. It is clear that the overall cost should decrease when ∆ increases. These can also be compared to columns 6 and 9 in the Table 3 which represents the unbounded case.
In Table 4 the first column lists the test instances. Column 2 and 3 show respectively the cost and the number of triangulations of a minimum cost solution for ∆ = 15 for all terminals. Column 4 and 5 show the same for the case where ∆ increased to 20. In columns 6 and 7 ∆ is increased to 30 and in column 8 and 9, ∆ is unbounded for all terminals. Note that if the total balance does not satisfy the difference between the import and export and there are not enough feasible triangulations there may not be a feasible solution. From the tests it is clear that a terminal restriction does increase the cost significantly as ∆ decreases. However, a company should use this to compare with the cost and need of repositioning. From the unbounded case to ∆ = 15 instance 25 increases with more than $ 50000 which is also more than 50 % of the cost. This shows that these restrictions are quite costly and should only be used if necessary. Again for 75791  23  64411  23  53521  25  18  73461  29  63103  29  53160  31  19  78707  20  66289  21  52586  22  20  91384  23  77537  24  58857  33  21  102603  25  86408  26  66638  28  24  76108  12  63223  13  47627  13  25  102800  10  86854  14  66651  12  26  89274  20  74125  21  57719  20  27  82744  24  68788  24  52680  24  28  104911  31  89759  31  70740  35  31  79858  13  67330  13  51575  16  01  3495  0  3485  0  3485  0  02  38817  6  35939  6  35359  6   Table 4 : The results with limitations on the difference at the terminal. The test is done with 10 empty container terminals. The cases are where each terminal allows at the end of the day to have between 15 containers less and 15 containers more than in the morning. The same is repeated for 20 and 30 containers.
4 it should be noted that the optimal solutions on all test sets were found in less than a second.
Test results for minimizing number of vehicles
In Table 5 we consider the variant of the problem where the number of vehicles is minimized. As mentioned earlier in the case where the transports are carried out by subcontractors the number of vehicles used does not add cost to the company receiving the orders as the subcontractors will charge per order based on distance and time while the subcontractors themselves optimize their vehicle usage in combination with orders from other companies as well. However, there may exist some situations where the companies have their own fleets of trucks. In this case reducing the number of vehicles may decrease cost of operation. Moreover this is investigated in previous literature such as Imai et al. [4] and Caris and Janssens [3] and therefore a variant of this case is considered here. We wished to see if the algorithm would still find an optimal solution in less than a minute for all of our test instances. The results when minimizing the number of vehicles. The distance and travel time is included in the objective to ensure the selection of the best possible solution with respect to distance and travel time with the minimal set of vehicles. 3 different ways of arranging a route for a vehicle is presented. Max triangulation: A return trip to a terminal corresponds to a vehicle, this case will maximize the number of triangulations. Fixed empty: The return trips are combined so that a vehicle can do more than one return trip if time allows. Semi-free empty: The empty container may be deposited at a terminal where a full container is picked up and the empty container for the next order may be picked up where the full container is deposited. All tests were solved in less than a minute.
We have constructed three different versions of the problem of minimizing the number of vehicles. One is the simple case where the same routes as earlier are generated not adding more variables to the problem. In this case each vehicle represents a single trip which ends when entering a terminal and minimizing the number of vehicles corresponds to maximizing the number of triangulations. Therefore this result will provide us with the maximum number of triangulations possible in a solution for each instance. All of these tests were solved in less than a second.
The second problem is to combine the single trips while satisfying the time windows. Note that when combining the trips, a wait cost is introduced if there is some time to wait between trips. If one trip ends at one terminal and the next starts at another terminal a travel edge and cost is added to the route sending the vehicle from one terminal to the next. The trips combined are the trips using predefined empty container locations and triangulations.
The third problem is to modify slightly on the second problem by allowing an empty container to be deposited at the terminal where the next trip starts and an empty container to be picked up at the terminal where the last trip ends. This is defined here as having a semi free empty location. In column 1 of Table 5 the test instances are listed. Columns 2, 3 and 4 contain the data for the first version of the problem where the number of triangulations in a solution is maximized. Column 2 shows the travel and wait time cost, column 3 shows the number of vehicles used and column 4 shows the number of triangulations in the solution. Even though the number of vehicles is minimized for all of the three problems presented the cost shown is the minimal total travel cost when using the minimal number of vehicles.
Columns 5 and 6 show the results of the second version of the problem where the single or triangulated routes are combined while satisfying the time window constraints. Column 5 shows the travel and wait time cost of the optimal solution and column 6 shows the number of vehicles needed in the optimal solutions of the second version. Note that in the second version the locations of the empty containers are predefined. Columns 7 and 8 show the results for the optimal solution when the position of empty containers can be adjusted to fit the route combined with. Column 7 shows the travel and wait time cost of the optimal solution and column 8 shows the number of vehicles needed in the optimal solution.
The results in Table 5 show that the version with semi free empty container locations reduces the number of vehicles needed and in most cases also improves the travel and waittime costs. Note that all three problem variants include the possibility of triangulation. All test cases were solved in less than a minute for the second and third versions of the problem.
Import and export specific time windows
For the test shown in Table 3 , 4 and 5 the time windows were provided by the liner shipping company. However, one might wish to fix the time windows using some strategy which may reduce the overall cost. Since an import costumer must be visited before an export costumer when triangulating, we have tested the instances with a fixed morning time for the imports and a fixed afternoon time for the exports. Results of these tests are shown in Table 6 . Nearly all of the 23 test cases show an improvement of up to 5%. In one test case a slight increase in cost of 1% occurs and in one test case an decrease in cost of 15% is achieved by restricting the time window. It can be seen by the last column in Table 6 that the rule may not always result in a solution with more triangulations. In those cases the triangulations the average cost reduction on each triangulations is larger.
The results shown in Table 6 show that fixing the imports to 10am and the exports to 3pm in most cases will reduce the cost. However, the possible customer dissatisfaction of operating with fixed time windows for different order directions needs to be considered before implementing such operation rules. 0  24  46546  17  45955  19  591  1%  2  25  55442  13  53761  15 1681  3%  2  26  57048  19  54897  21 2151  4%  2  27  58811  30  56026  31 2785  5%  1  28  74528  38  72343  38 2185  3%  0  31  49634  18  48748  18  886  2%  0  01  3485  0  3485  0  0  0%  0  02  41383  6  34988  25 6395  15%  19   Table 6 : Tests of the effects of changing the time window. The results on the initial time windows provided in data are shown and compared to the results of changing the time windows so that imports occur at 10am and exports at 3pm. These times are chosen in the hope that fixing imports to morning hours and exports to afternoon hours will provide more triangulations and thereby a reduction in the overall cost.
Conclusion
In this paper we have considered an intermodal transportation problem arising in the liner shipping industry. We have proposed several different mathematical models for optimizing a one-day schedule covering all import and export orders. The presented model finds the best combination of routes from a complete enumeration of paths. In the experiments we have considered singlelocation paths and triangulation paths. The model has been tested on instances covering 23 days from a liner shipping company, and we have analyzed the solution quality. Due to the tight time windows of the considered data, the imbalance between imports and exports, and the problem of matching the container sizes and type, the number of possible triangulations is quite limited. This makes it possible to find an optimal solution within seconds for the problem of the liner shipping company and other versions not minimizing the number of vehicles. This is even for instances with more than 300 orders.
However, significant cost reductions are still obtained using triangulation. Different models for selecting the empty container depots have been considered, and constraints for limiting any imbalance has been formulated. The effect of such limits on the routing cost has been investigated. Significant savings using triangulations have been shown.
It has been shown that for the considered real-life problems, path enumeration is a manageable approach for finding optimal solutions. Due to the short calculation time, a program using the enumeration method has been implemented in VBA as an Excel add-in using Opensolver 2.1. The Excel add-in finds the optimal solution in less than a minute for the test cases and is currently being tested at the liner shipping company.
